Reza Dune Cuff in
sand blasted and
polished white
gold inlaid with
mother of pearl

If you’re a jeweller working with precious,
rare gem stones, there are only a handful of metals into which you can set your
stones for durability and appraised value
for re-sale: 18 karat yellow, rose, and white
gold (14 karat is permissible), and platinum. Sterling silver and stainless steel,
both unlikely choices for high jewellers
until recently, are becoming acceptable
alternatives to the aforementioned traditional precious metals. The advantage of
these “renegade” metals is that they offer a new level of experimentation among
high jewellers to push forward with new
designs and creative alternatives for their
precious gem stone jewellery and retain
high re-sale value and collectability.
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Hemmerle atelier
with ring and tools

Along with this interesting twist, consider this. As important as the metal
used may be, the “finish” that comes in
the final polishing stage is also getting
some attention by jewellers. Choices
are satin - also called brushed - which
is a low lustre polish, or shiny - which is
the most popular choice. Some jewellers use a hammered finish that gives
an uneven, almost rough, finish to their
jewellery. If it seems like the choices
are very limited, they are. However,
just as inventive high jewellers are experimenting with new metals, they’re
also exploring un-traditional methods
of finishing their jewellery. Sand blasting and blackened gold are some of
the remarkable new finishes that add
character and allure to that shiny gold
we’re so accustomed to seeing.

Hemmerle pink gold
ring with topaz

Among the forward-thinking high jewellery houses that are shaking things up a
little and changing traditional perspectives about high jewellery are Alexandre
Reza on the Place Vendôme in Paris, and
Hemmerle in Munich, Germany. Both exhibited their spectacular, stunning jewellery at the TEFAF fairs for fine art, decorative objects, and high jewellery.
The house of Hemmerle has been experimenting with metal finishes since 1995
when they first set a diamond in textured
stainless steel. What sets Hemmerle apart
from other high jewellers is their use of a
common metal like steel, or a rare wood,
with a precious stone. Other hallmarks of
Hemmerle jewellery are the geometric and
architectural details.

“We push boundaries and experiment with
design without compromising on exceptional craftsmanship and quality,” says Christian
Hemmerle, who along with his parents, Stefan
and Sylveli, has been leading the house into
the vanguard of contemporary design since
it was established in 1893 to service the Royal
Bavarian family. “Materials drive our creativity and we study, research, and sample a new
material for as long as necessary to achieve
a very specific texture or colour that complements the stone we are designing around.”
Like many esteemed houses, Hemmerle
strikes a balance between traditional, artisan

techniques passed down throughout its history with new processes. One such technique
is an old Austrian technique of knitting cut
stones in the round over a silk cord. Each
bead is hand cut and drilled and then impeccably matched for colour. Hemmerle is especially proud of the multiple colour variations
of aluminium it has achieved in recent years,
along with treating pink gold with chemicals
to give the effect of corrosion. “We also work
with concrete for its tiny bubbles in the material, as well as blackened silver, copper with
an antique patina, and sandblasted stainless
steel,” says Mr. Hemmerle.

Hemmerle copper,
orange sapphire, garnet,
spessartite earrings

Reza Titan Rigide
bangle in sand
blasted white gold
with blue sapphires

Olivier Reza follows in the steps of his Iranian
father Alexandre, lauded as one of the greatest gem collectors of modern times who emigrated from Moscow to Paris in 1922 (he
passed away in Geneva in 2016). Continuing
the vision and legacy of precious gem collecting and courting the world’s wealthiest
consumer, the Reza private salon, by appointment only, remains on the Place Vendôme,
the world’s most renowned address, in addition to a newer salon in the renovated Ritz
Hotel. An avid collector of rare gems like his
father, Mr. Reza excels in the experimentation of new techniques for the precious metals the house uses to set its gems.

Ehrlich Rose earrings

“New finishes such as our sand blasting techniques and darkened gold
are critical in our creations today and
allow for greater contrast in our designs,” said Mr. Reza. Darkened gold
can be obtained through a process
of dipping white gold into a specific
solution of black rhodium or ruthenium. “The subtly of matte finishes give
our high end pieces a more casual look
and they can be worn easily with less
formal attire, an attribute that clients
look for in our rapidly changing society,” he added. While Mr. Reza’s jewellery may look more discrete than
the opulent jewellery that his father
created, today’s pieces still celebrate
special, precious gems and place
Reza in a class that few jewellers can
attain.

Ehrlich
Pomegranate
earrings

William Ehrlich, a New York based jeweller, started out as an
architect before transitioning to fine jewellery. He uses the
AutoCAD program to create his digitized drawings and laser-cutting techniques to make his one-of-a-kind-pieces from
sheets of German silver. The precisely cut elements are polished, cast together and set with precious gems in an atelier
in New York City. The silver is then plated with black rhodium
which casts a dark gunmetal finish and is a distinct contrast
against rubies, tourmalines, opals, and other coloured gems.

